






Captain Meriwether Lewis—private secretary to President Thomas Jefferson and leader of the Expedition.Đ

Captain William Clark—shared command of the Expedition, although technically second in command.Đ

York—Clark's black manservant; he shared the dangers of the journey, but not the rewards.Đ

Sergeant Charles Floyd—the Expedition's quartermaster; died early in the trip. He was the only person who died during the Expedition.Đ

Sergeant Patrick Gass—chief carpenter, promoted to Sergeant after Floyd's death.Đ

Sergeant John Ordway—responsible for issuing provisions, appointing guard duties, and keeping records for the Expedition.Đ

Sergeant Nathaniel Hale Pryor—leader of the 1st Squad; he presided over the court martial of privates John Collins and Hugh Hall.Đ

Corporal Richard Warfington—conducted the return party to St. Louis in 1805.Đ

Private John Boley—disciplined at Camp Dubois and was assigned to the return party.Đ



Private William E. Bratton—served as hunter and blacksmith.Đ

Private John Collins—had frequent disciplinary problems; he was court-martialed for stealing whiskey which he had been assigned to guard.Đ

Private John Colter—charged with mutiny early in the trip, he later proved useful as a hunter; he earned his fame after the journey.Đ

Private Pierre Cruzatte—a one-eyed French fiddle-player and a skilled boatman.Đ

Private John DameĐ

Private Joseph Field—a woodsman and skilled hunter, brother of Reubin.Đ

Private Reubin Field—a woodsman and skilled hunter, brother of Joseph.Đ

Private Robert Frazer—kept a journal that was never published.Đ

Private George Gibson—a fiddle-player and a good hunter; he served as an interpreter (probably via sign language).Đ

Private Silas Goodrich—the main fisherman of the expedition.Đ

Private Hugh Hall—court-martialed with John Collins for stealing whiskey.Đ

Private Thomas Proctor Howard—court-martialed for setting a "pernicious example" to the Indians by showing them that the wall at Fort Mandan wasĐ
easily scaled.Đ

Private François Labiche—French fur trader who served as an interpreter and boatman.Đ

Private Hugh McNeal—the first white explorer to stand astride the headwaters of the Missouri River on the Continental Divide.Đ

Private John Newman—court-martialed and confined for "having uttered repeated expressions of a highly criminal and mutinous nature."Đ

Private John Potts—German immigrant and a miller.Đ

Private Moses B. Reed—attempted to desert in August 1804; convicted of desertion and expelled from the party.Đ

Private John Robertson—member of the Corps for a very short time.Đ

Private George Shannon—was lost twice during the expedition, once for sixteen days.Đ

Private John Shields—blacksmith, gunsmith, and a skilled carpenter; with John Colter, he was court-martialed for mutiny.Đ

Private John B. Thompson—may have had some experience as a surveyor.Đ

Private Howard Tunn—hunter and navigator.Đ

Private Ebenezer Tuttle—may have been the man sent back on June 12, 1804; otherwise, he was with the return party from Fort Mandan in 1805.Đ

Private Peter M. Weiser—had some minor disciplinary problems at River Dubois; he was made a permanent member of the party.Đ

Private William Werner—convicted of being absent without leave at St. Charles, Missouri, at the start of the expedition.Đ

Private Isaac White—may have been the man sent back on June 12, 1804; otherwise, he was with the return party from Fort Mandan in 1805.Đ

Private Joseph Whitehouse—often acted as a tailor for the other men; he kept a journal which extended the Expedition narrative by almost five months.Đ

Private Alexander Hamilton Willard—blacksmith; assisted John Shields. He was convicted on July 12, 1804, of sleeping while on sentry duty and givenĐ
one hundred lashes.Đ

Private Richard Windsor—often assigned duty as a hunter.Đ

Interpreter Toussaint Charbonneau—Sacagawea's husband; served as a translator and often as a cook.Đ

Interpreter Sacagawea—Charbonneau's wife; translated Shoshone to Hidatsa for Charbonneau and was a valued member of the expedition.Đ

Jean Baptiste Charbonneau—Charbonneau and Sacagawea's son, born February 11, 1805; his presence helped dispel any notion that the expeditionĐ
was a war party, smoothing the way in Indian lands.Đ

Interpreter George Drouillard—skilled with Indian sign language; the best hunter on the expedition.Đ

"Seaman", Lewis' black Newfoundland dog.Đ



We left a hot and very humid Cincinnati after church and set off for St Louis, with a threat of heavy weather along the way. We decided to take the I-71Đ
and I-64 route through Louisville rather than the direct I-70 via Indianapolis; I recalled that this was somewhat more scenic and perhaps a little lessĐ
crowded.Đ

We went through a very heavy thunderstorm – with some spectacular lightning – in the middle of Indiana and some less heavy but more prolonged rainĐ
as we came through Illinois. Other than that, it was a straightforward journey during which we stopped just twice at rest areas along the highway.Đ

We had chosen a hotel in St Charles, which is about 20 west of downtown St Louis, so we covered just a few miles short of 400 in a little less than 7Đ
hours. We intend to visit St Louis on Monday to visit the Lewis and Clark Exhibition and then cover the St Charles points of interest on Tuesday morningĐ
before starting on the trail proper.Đ

We made a dinner reservation at one of the local Italian restaurants recommended by the hotel. The laptop allowed us to check out the menu and otherĐ
details at this and other local restaurants so we think we made a good choice. In fact we had a good “American Italian” meal and I topped off myĐ
evening with a glass of very good grappa, which both the waiter and the barmaid had concluded was an awful drink!Đ

It was overcast and there was a threat of intermittent rain for the day as we left the hotel and drove to St Louis. We parked right at the north end of theĐ
National Park which contains the arch and the exhibition center. It was a pleasant short walk through the heavily wooded park to the arch and theĐ
Mississippi river front. We went underneath the arch to the exhibition center and spent about 45 minutes walking through the Lewis and Clark portion ofĐ
the Jefferson National Expansion Museum.Đ

We then sat through a 45 minute big screen movie of the Expedition whichĐ
included a lot of footage from the re-enactment that took place to celebrate theĐ
two hundredth anniversary of the trek. The movie really brought to life the story ofĐ
the journey and the tremendous hardships that the men suffered as they foughtĐ
their way up the Missouri River, not knowing exactly what they would find at eachĐ
bend. Then, as they approached the headwaters, they were joined by a French furĐ
trader and his wife, Sacagawea, whose son was born as they wintered along theĐ
route. Sacagawea was an Indian who became very instrumental in the successfulĐ
completion of the journey as she helped keep peace and negotiated with several ofĐ
the tribes as they ventured further west. William Clark eventually adopted her sonĐ
some years after the completion of the return trip to St Louis.Đ

With the exhibition and the movie as background we were then motivated toĐ
purchase additional Lewis and Clark literature and memorabilia in the gift shopĐ
before leaving the Park and walking to Laclede’s Landing. This is a several squareĐ
block area of old riverfront warehouse property that has been renovated andĐ
converted to shops, cafes and offices. The brick buildings themselves areĐ
architecturally interesting and some of the facades and cast ironwork are trulyĐ
beautiful structures and it is good to see that an effort has been made to maintainĐ
them. It was also a perfect spot for a basement coffee shop that we found and took advantage of both the drinks and the chance to rest our feet for aĐ
few minutes.Đ



Refreshed, we walked a few blocks to the west side of the old court house from where there are some magnificent views of the gardens, fountains andĐ
the court house itself framed within the Gateway Arch. In fact, the whole area for perhaps 10 blocks west of, and in line with, the arch is beautifullyĐ
landscaped and bounded by some very beautiful buildings. Several are civic buildings which are probably a hundred years old or more and others areĐ
excellent examples of 1930’s Art Deco skyscrapers. We walked along this boulevard as far as the Union Station, which is probably a mile back from theĐ
river.Đ

Molly had read that the booking hall of this 1894-built station was worth a visit so we were determined to find it, despite the heat and humidity of theĐ
early afternoon sun. We were, however, fortified when we saw on one of the street maps that we could take a light rail train ride back to the parking lotĐ
and our car.Đ

The train station itself is now just a memory of what had been the biggest andĐ
busiest in the country right through World War II and most of its vast area hasĐ
been converted to a very attractive shopping and dining area. The Hyatt RegencyĐ
hotel has taken over what was the Grand Hall of the station and now uses it asĐ
the main lobby and reception area. It has, however, been preserved as it wasĐ
when it was the Booking Hall for the railroads and it is absolutely stunning. TheĐ
“gateway arch” theme (reproduced in the present St Louis icon) was first capturedĐ
in this building in both the three storey high hall and its main entrances. EveryĐ
surface is beautifully decorated with intricate ceramic tiles and sculpting andĐ
further enhanced by inset electric lighting – a novelty in 1894. It is difficult toĐ
imagine that this was designed and built as a functional commercial enterpriseĐ
and we both commented that we have never seen such a beautifully decoratedĐ
building except in the great European cathedrals.Đ

From Union Station it wasĐ
just a ten minute trainĐ
ride back to our car, atĐ
which point we leftĐ
downtown and drove about 5 miles to the Bellefontaine Cemetery, which is where William ClarkĐ
is buried. The cemetery is huge and we had to get a map at the entrance to help us locate theĐ
grave site. Here there is a thirty foot tall obelisk and a bust of Clark as well as details of theĐ
expedition and his career, both before and after the journey. He served four presidents,Đ
including Washington, and was ultimately rewarded with the governorship of the MissouriĐ
Territory. He lived to be 68 and had a large family, whereas his co-leader Lewis became veryĐ
depressed after the journey and lived for only an additional three years before taking his ownĐ
life.Đ

The cemetery visit concluded the first day on our “journey of discovery” and we felt that we hadĐ
learned a lot which set the stage for the sights we would see in the next days and weeks. Back atĐ
the hotel, we rested after a full day and contemplated the plans for our next day – as well asĐ
getting ready for dinner at the Lewis and Clark restaurant in St Charles, which is located nearĐ
the spot on the river where the Corps of Discovery started upstream. The restaurant turned outĐ
to be nothing fancy, although it was in a nice old building in the middle of the Historic Area ofĐ
St Charles, but the food was very good and – even with a bottle of wine – quite reasonablyĐ
priced.Đ

It was overcast and considerably coolerĐ
and less humid today as we checked outĐ
and drove the few miles to the St CharlesĐ
Historic Area. We parked in the largeĐ
main parking area right next to the riverĐ
and visited the several Lewis and ClarkĐ
sites in the parkland and downtown area.Đ

There is a larger than life statue of the twoĐ
men and Lewis’s dog Seaman and aĐ
small museum which houses replicas ofĐ
the expedition boats, although they wereĐ
not particularly accessible. The museumĐ
showed an hour long video which wasĐ
essentially a repeat of the one we hadĐ
seen in St Louis yesterday and there wereĐ
several other exhibits of some interest,Đ
although concentrated on the flora andĐ
fauna seen by the crew as they journeyed westward. The major attraction of this museum was the fact that it was right on the river and in the area thatĐ
the expedition formed, provisioned and finally left so one got a feeling of “being there”.Đ



On the main street of the very attractive historic downtown area was a plaque marking the starting point. This is now at least two hundred feet from theĐ
current riverside but who knows how much shifting has taken place in the past two centuries. The main street also housed the first capitol building ofĐ
Missouri (St Charles was capital for the very early years of statehood) but it is not clear how much of the original structure is still there and we chose notĐ
to take the time to take a guided tour. We chose instead to have a coffee and snack in a small coffee shop which also offered an amazing variety ofĐ
cookies, candies and chocolates.Đ

We then left St Charles on MO Route 94 which was clearly marked with the brown Lewis and Clark Trail signs and which paralleled the river on its northĐ
side. The weather was still cool (less than 70F) and overcast but we only saw a few drops of light rain as we headed west. After perhaps twenty miles weĐ
crossed over the river to the south bank and took MO Route 100 which once again paralleled the river but which also converged with it at several smallĐ
towns, each of which had some connection to the expedition.Đ

Two of the towns, Washington and New Haven, had been settled by two of the Corps of Discovery members following their journey, although one ofĐ
them, John Colter, had been granted release from the Corps and had spent a number of years out west before making his home in New Haven. In bothĐ
towns and at several other spots along the river it was refreshing to see how the local community had not only commemorated “their” members of theĐ
Corps but had built lasting memorials, such as parks and riverside walks, rather than just putting up a plaque.Đ

Also, all along this route we kept crossing the 240 mile long Katy bike trail that also contains many historical markers and follows the snaking of theĐ
river along a disused railroad line. In fact, it is claimed to be the longest “Rails to Trails” segment in the country. Maybe next time we’ll bike theĐ
route…………….Đ

We crossed back to the north side of the river at Hermann (another coffee stop) and then followed the very scenic – and surprisingly hilly – MO Route 94Đ
all the way to Jefferson City. As it was about five o’ clock when we reached Jefferson City, we chose not to enter the town center but we did get a superĐ
view of the Capitol as we passed slightly to the east of town. We then continued north another 30 miles to Columbia where we checked in at the FairfieldĐ
Inn a little before 6pm after a very pleasant drive and some interesting and scenic views along the Trail.Đ



Tonight we went to dinner at Chris McD’s restaurant, about 10 minutes drive from the hotel. Although it was just a strip mall restaurant, we were onceĐ
again pleasantly surprised with an excellent meal. We both had the Alaskan king crab legs which were superb.Đ

It was a gorgeous morning (clear blue skies and moderate temperature) as we left Columbia and started west on I-70. We left the expressway after onlyĐ
about 10 miles and followed the Lewis and Clark Trail signs – which in Missouri have been very obvious and plentiful. Our first stop was on the northĐ
side of the Missouri River at Franklin, which at one point had been the largest town west of St Louis. It had grown as a trading town and had a couple ofĐ

river crossings and had soon become a “loading point” for travelers leaving on the Santa Fe Trail. In fact, there were several Santa Fe Trail markers toĐ
complement the Lewis and Clark Trail markers on our journey today, so we were able to learn about both as we headed generally west.Đ

I say “generally west” because, not only does the river take many jogs from its westerly path but we, of course, were traveling by road and had to followĐ
as close to the river as possible. Since the Expedition had camped and explored on both sides of the river, there are points of interest on both sides so inĐ
some instances we drove perhaps twenty miles along one side of the river, crossed a bridge and then drove back along the other side – just to catch twoĐ
spots that might be directly opposite one another!Đ

Obviously these bridge crossingĐ
points took us right to the water andĐ
in a number of cases we stopped toĐ
visit the towns and villages that hadĐ
grown up there. One of note wasĐ
the tiny hamlet ofĐ  whichĐ
had a wonderful lookout point upĐ
the river but had so much more ofĐ
interest. It had not only been aĐ
Lewis and Clark point of interest butĐ
had featured in the Civil War andĐ
had a number of old and very well-Đ
preserved buildings – including theĐ
longest continuously operated drugĐ
store west of St Louis. Again, as weĐ
had observed at our stopping points yesterday, the community had commemorated theirĐ

history with plaques, markers and lots of historical facts for the visitor. Glasgow also had a nice bakery and coffee shop that we supported!Đ

From Glasgow, we did one of our “about-turns” and headed south along the west sideĐ
of the now southerly flowing Missouri, as far as Arrow Rock, which is just a few miles asĐ
the crow flies from Franklin.Đ  is a State Historic Site and is somewhat like aĐ
small version of Williamsburg, VA in that many of the old buildings have beenĐ
preserved and are currently occupied as both homes and businesses. The place is,Đ
however, a little run-down and nowhere near as grand as Williamsburg but is mostĐ
interesting for its former glory.Đ

It had grown as another trading town on the river (it was across the water from a hugeĐ
salt-making facility operated by Daniel Boone’s two sons) and had been a key stop forĐ
the riverboats when they were plying the river for commerce and pleasure. On hisĐ
travels, Clark had picked out this spot as an ideal location for a town and indeed it wasĐ
settled and grown within just a few years after the Expedition. Unfortunately, the CivilĐ
War, a disastrous fire and ultimately the railroad brought about the demise of the town,Đ
but again the people of Missouri have seen fit to preserve some of its history for futureĐ
generations.Đ



From Arrow Rock we cut across country in a northwesterly direction while the Missouri took a wide arc north. We met up once again at Waverly and thenĐ
paralleled the water all the rest of the way to Independence.Đ

We had riverside stops at several points, including Lexington (site of a Civil War battle) and again at Fort Osage. After completion of his epic journey,Đ
William Clark returned to this spot about 20 miles from Kansas City and built a fort on a bluff overlooking the river. Presumably at this time the threatĐ
from Indian tribes was still very real and this fort would not only provide this defense but also serve as an excellent point to control the safety of riverĐ
traffic. A reconstruction of the fort is now on the site and we had a very pleasant 30 minutes wandering around the stout wooden buildings andĐ
fortifications with their imposing view of the river.Đ

Then it was a 30 minute drive to Independence where we checked into our hotel about 5pm. The weather had stayed warm and sunny all day and theĐ
route we had followed (essentially non-expressway) had provided us with some beautiful scenery; rural farmland, rolling hills, forests and, of course,Đ
spectacular views of the Missouri.Đ

Tonight we went to the Hereford Steakhouse about 5 minutes from the hotel and, since we were so close to Kansas and steak country, we both had beef.Đ
It was very good and, although not cheap, it was worth getting the local produce!Đ

It was another beautiful morning as we made our first stop ofĐ
the day at the National Frontier Trails Center in Independence.Đ
This is a museum that honors all the overland routes to theĐ
west – from Lewis and Clark, to the Santa Fe and OregonĐ
Trails, as well as the Mormons. It is interesting to see how theĐ
routes compared and how quickly the settlers moved into theĐ
new land after Lewis and Clark had done their initial charting.Đ
Within forty years there were many trails and thousands ofĐ
people must have moved west and, of course, another twentyĐ
years later, the railroads opened up the country still moreĐ
rapidly and easily.Đ

Close to the museum is a grassy area in which there are stillĐ
ruts made by the early wagons on the Santa Fe Trail; theĐ
depressions are clearly visible if you know what you areĐ
looking at and can use your imagination a little! The plaqueĐ
on the right shows the ruts and gives a better sense of theĐ
experience as the wagon trains left Independence.Đ

Next we drove into Kansas City and went to Clark’s Point which is at a high point overlooking the river. The expedition camped near here (where theĐ
Kansas River joins the Missouri, about ½ mile away) and Clark thought it would be another ideal spot for a fort. Apparently a significant piece of hisĐ
charge was to identify suitable locations for future fortifications to protect the newly acquired territories. At the overlook there is a large statue whichĐ
depicts Lewis and Clark, York (Clark’s slave), Sacagawea (and the baby) and Lewis’ dog, Seaman.Đ



We left Kansas City and took the expresswayĐ
as far as St Joseph, MO where we turned westĐ
into Kansas and followed back roads to theĐ
town of White Cloud, Kansas. This is a small,Đ
rather run-down village but it was packed withĐ
bargain hunters at a large flea marketĐ
(“antiques”). Our reason for visiting, however,Đ
was another overlook from which four statesĐ
can be viewed – Missouri, Kansas, NebraskaĐ
and Iowa – although you need a clear day toĐ
see the latter as it is probably forty milesĐ
away.Đ

From White Cloud we passed into NebraskaĐ
and at Nebraska City we visited a new LewisĐ
and Clark Interpretive Center. The Center concentrates on the “Nature” aspects of the expedition but it also houses the keelboat that was used in theĐ
re-enactment a few years back and has a short trail to a great overlook for views of the river. We then crossed into Iowa and once again took theĐ
expressway the remaining forty miles to our hotel in Council Bluffs, where we arrived about 5pm.Đ

Dinner tonight was on the 12ĐthĐ floor of the Harrah’s Casino overlooking the Missouri River and the Omaha skyline. Again, it was a very good meal andĐ
we had a superb view across the river and of the city of Omaha as the sun was setting.Đ

It was more overcast this morning and showers were threatened for the area but it was dry as we left to visit the first of four sites in the Omaha/CouncilĐ
Bluffs area.Đ

The first was the Western Heritage museum which once again told of the many explorations and pioneer trails that took place as the westward expansionĐ
evolved. It was similar in many respects to others we have already visited but each seems to give a little new information or put a different perspective onĐ
the journeys and their causes. The Mormon Trail features quite predominantly in this part of the world as it was in Council Bluffs that Brigham YoungĐ
was elected president of the Church and became its second prophet.Đ

Next we crossed the river into Omaha and visited the Midwestern headquarters of the National Park Service which also serves as a Lewis and ClarkĐ
Interpretive Center. The NPS ranger was very helpful and we came away with about a dozen brochures on the National Parks (for future trips?) as wellĐ
as more local information on Lewis and Clark’s stay in this area.Đ

Back in Council Bluffs, we drove to the site on the bluffs where Lewis and Clark had their first encounter and meeting (Council) with Indians since leavingĐ
St Charles. Apparently all went well and the tribe accepted gifts from Jefferson and were helpful in describing other tribes that the expedition would soonĐ
encounter. Indeed, another “Pow-Wow” was held a little further upstream just a day or two later.Đ

Our final stop before heading north was at the area on the west side of the river (Dodge Memorial Park) where the expedition had camped and heldĐ
that second Indian Council.Đ



We then drove north on the Nebraska side of the river as far as Sioux City, stopping at an espresso shack and at a very scenic river overlook that sits onĐ
consecrated tribal ground in the middle of an Indian Reservation. The 80 mile journey was very picturesque the whole way and we passed throughĐ
several small towns that had some very ornate turn of the (20ĐthĐ) century buildings.Đ

In Sioux City, our first stop was a shopping mall! No, we didn’t need Sears or Penney’s, we had come to see a series of murals that depict scenes alongĐ
the entire length of the Lewis and Clark Trail, apparently the only one of its kind permitted by the National Park Service to be placed in a commercialĐ
setting. The paintings were really very good and each was accompanied by a brief description and quotation from either Lewis or Clark pertaining toĐ
that point in the journey. Here again I noticed that most of the quotations were those of Clark; Lewis was evidently more the strong, silent type.Đ

Our final stop for the day was at the Sergeant Floyd memorial which sits high on a bluff on the eastern side of the river in Sioux City. Floyd was highlyĐ
respected by the team leaders and when he became ill and died near this point, they carried his body for burial – with full military honors – to theĐ
highest ground in the area. The monument is a very tall obelisk – much higher than the one at Clark’s grave – and sits in a commanding positionĐ
overlooking the river and plains to the west.Đ



We drove I-29 in Iowa and South Dakota the remainder of our journey to Sioux Falls. About half way along this 80 mile stretch, the weather predictionsĐ
finally came true and we ran into some quite heavy rain which continued into the evening. After checking in we did our usual “restaurant hunt” viaĐ
guides and the internet and came up with a place called Foley’s which was just a few hundred yards from the hotel. And it was another great choice;Đ
Molly had shrimp and I had lobster tail – excellent with a bottle of New Zealand wine!Đ

It was much cooler (low fifties) and the ground was still wet from the overnight rains but it wasn’t actuallyĐ
precipitating as we left Sioux Falls. We drove via Interstate 90 to Mitchell where we stopped to take a look at theĐ
famous Corn Palace. It must be over twenty years since we were last here and this year’s colors weren’t asĐ
bright as the ones I remembered. We found a little coffee shop and it was just warm enough to sit outsideĐ
opposite the Palace.Đ

We then drove on the Interstate again to Chamberlain where we visitedĐ
the Lewis and Clark Interpretive Center which is located at anĐ
expressway rest area right on the Missouri River. The river is very wideĐ
at this point and, although its width and, in some cases, its course,Đ
have changed as a result of dams, levies and nature, it must look veryĐ
much as it did when the expedition came through and camped in theĐ
area.Đ

The center had many aspects relating to the expedition that we haveĐ
now seen many times on our journey but we are always impressed withĐ
the amount of information that is presented and the work and moneyĐ
that the community has put in to make the Trail come alive.Đ

From Chamberlain (where we stopped in the middle of town also for aĐ
light lunch) we set out north along the Native American Scenic BywayĐ
towards our destination in Pierre. This route proceeds on both sides ofĐ
the Missouri River all the way to Bismarck, North Dakota, and isĐ
primarily through Indian Reservations. Markers and points of interestĐ

highlight the impact of the Native American on the culture andĐ
settlement of the West and the whole drive is through some veryĐ
attractive countryside.Đ

We crossed the river at Ft Thompson by way of the Big Bend damĐ
which has created a huge lake upstream and must have changed theĐ
course of the river also. However, the “Big Bend” in the river is stillĐ
clearly seen as it was by Lewis and Clark when they estimated thatĐ
the river route around the 360 degree turn was about 30 miles,Đ
whereas the land crossing at the bottom of the loop was only aboutĐ
one mile. So near and yet so far!Đ

From the south end of the dam the road proceeded throughĐ
reservations with tiny hamlets scattered amongst the rolling dark hillsĐ
– not unlike the Black Hills themselves which are just a little furtherĐ
south and west. We also got several spectacular views of the riverĐ
and the Lake Sharpe created by the dam.Đ

Unfortunately, major road construction caused us to leave the scenicĐ
byway and take about a 30 mile detour on State (not Indian) roadsĐ
but we should travel much more of this route as we leave Pierre forĐ
North Dakota.Đ

The weather had stayed cool but dry all day until we were about 20 miles from Pierre when a heavy downpour occurred just as had happened yesterday.Đ
We checked into our hotel (for a two night stay!) about 4:30 and it was still raining, albeit much less heavily.Đ

Tonight we ate at La Minestra, a very nice Italian restaurant just a few blocks from the hotel. We had another excellent meal in a recently renovated veryĐ
old building; service and food were great.Đ

It was very overcast and cool again this morning as we drove a couple of miles to a diner for breakfast – a break from hotel fare - which turned out toĐ
be very good.Đ

We decided to take a couple of hours drive before starting the attractions we wanted to visit in Pierre in the hope that the weather forecast would beĐ
correct and the showers would be gone by the afternoon. So, we drove east for about 40 miles and then south to pick up a very scenic route than runsĐ



along the north bank of the Missouri River. We passed through a rain shower as we were eastbound but the weather gradually improved as we returnedĐ
to Pierre. We got some more great views of the river and what is now a large lake formed by the dam at Ft Thompson.Đ

Once back in Pierre we had a snack before crossing the river to Fort Pierre and the first stop of several in the area. This first site was at the mouth of theĐ
Bad River as it enters the Missouri and is the site of a confrontation between Lewis and Clark and the Teton Sioux Indians. Apparently the Sioux were notĐ
impressed by the number of gifts offered by the explorers and were about to enter battle when their chief called a halt to the offensive. Since the USĐ
troops were severely out-numbered, this confrontation might have been the end of the expedition and who knows how the shape of history might haveĐ
been changed. In any event, the confrontation passed and apparently some firm friendships and continued fellowship followed.Đ

Our next stop was only about a mile away at the Laverendrye Monument, which sits on a knoll overlookingĐ
the river and, once again, the local community has established a really nice venue with plaques andĐ
explanatory notes. It was here in the mid-1700s that the Laverendrye brothers buried a lead tabletĐ
proclaiming that this land was now claimed by France. The tablet was found in 1913 and is taken asĐ

evidence of the first visit by white men thisĐ
far west. The Laverendryes were fur traders,Đ
as were a number of the early French whoĐ
made a living here at least 50 years beforeĐ
Lewis and Clark came through.Đ

From the monument, we headed north ofĐ
Fort Pierre and first came to the grave siteĐ
for Scotty Philip. Scotty and a number ofĐ
local Indians are credited with saving theĐ
buffalo in America after the population hadĐ
dropped from 60 million to as few as 1000.Đ
They began to breed the buffalo andĐ
provide safe haven such that now theĐ
population has risen to a species-savingĐ
400,000.Đ



Finally on this little tour around the city we came to the Oahe Dam whichĐ
was built across the Missouri just north of Pierre and which formed a hugeĐ
lake system around the river which stretches over 200 miles to Bismarck,Đ
North Dakota. The dam is the second largest “rolled earth” dam in theĐ
world and is almost two miles in length at the top – and no concrete inĐ
sight! It was opened by President Kennedy in 1962. A few miles furtherĐ
west we crossed the area that had been part of the Deadwood Trail on theĐ
way to the Black Hills but, other than a single historic marker, we couldn’tĐ
see any evidence of the path.Đ

We then returned to Pierre and spent the rest of the afternoon – which byĐ
now was warm and sunny – at the State Capitol. It is a splendid building,Đ
both inside and out, and is set in beautiful grounds which contain a smallĐ
lake which separates the state buildings from the Governor’s Mansion. WeĐ
took a self-guided tour inside the building with the aid of a brochure andĐ
found the building to be as impressive as many of the much larger stateĐ
capitols we have seen.Đ

All in all, we enjoyed our day in St Pierre which, despite its size (only 14,000) has a lot of history and – equally important – has taken the trouble toĐ
make it available and interesting to tourists such as ourselves. We were pleased to have the full day here.Đ

Pierre does not have a lot to offer in the way of fine dining on Sunday evenings; in fact, after calls to several likely restaurants revealed that they were allĐ
closed, we ended up at the China Buffet, just a few blocks from the hotel. The ambiance was “plastic” and the food was plentiful if not gourmet, so weĐ
felt obliged to finish the evening with a nightcap in the hotel bar!Đ

It was a beautiful sunny and crystal clear morning as we went to a local McDonald’s for breakfast and then took a walk along the river bank andĐ
through a rather attractive residential area. We estimated that the length was about 1 ½ miles, so we believe it justified the egg Mc Muffin.Đ

We left Pierre on Route 1804, which zigzags along the eastern side of the Missouri River/Lake Oahe basin which is nowĐ
running essentially north-south. To commemorate the bi-centennial of the Lewis and Clark Expedition, this area of South andĐ
North Dakota re-named roadways on both sides of the river to form Highways 1804 (on the east side) and 1806 (west side).Đ
In addition, the west side route is also named the Native American Scenic Byway and passes through several reservations. WeĐ
chose to follow this latter route after about twenty miles on 1804 (by crossing the river at the next bridge north of the OaheĐ
dam) but were prepared to cross to the east at a point further north where the reservation roads were unpaved.Đ

The road on the east side was a series of straight stretches through flat, open farmland. We noticed that the corn andĐ
sunflower crops were very short, apparently as a result of the drought that has plagued this part of the country not only thisĐ
year but for the past seven.Đ

Once weĐ
crossed to the west side, however, theĐ
terrain was much more hilly and theĐ
land was home to cows and horses,Đ
rather than grain crops. When weĐ
reached the section of unpaved road, itĐ
was generally hard-packed gravel andĐ
had a posted speed limit of 45 mph soĐ
we decided to follow this 30 mileĐ
section. It turned out to be a greatĐ
decision as we passed through someĐ
beautiful rolling hills and saw lots ofĐ
wildlife. There were buffalo (bison)Đ
herds, wild horses, a white-tailed deerĐ
(or antelope?), prairie dogs, a badgerĐ
and many hawks, owls and eagles. TheĐ

only animals we didn’t see on the entire route were human beings; we didn’t see another vehicle on the road in either direction. There were a fewĐ
homes but no signs of human habitation. And, as a bonus, we got several magnificent views of the river as the road followed its path.Đ



Just north of the unpaved section we came to the Sitting Bull and Sacagawea monuments. Both, sadly, were rather poorly maintained (unusual forĐ
historic sites on our journey so far) but were in superb spots on a bluff above the river.Đ

The Sitting Bull marker indicated that his remains had been moved to this site from an earlier burial ground and it is thought that Sacagawea actuallyĐ
died at Fort Manuel, which we visited a little further north on the route. There is some confusion as to when (and where) Sacagawea died; some reportsĐ
have her living to a very old age whereas the more accepted fate was that she died while still quite young and left a very young daughter. In any event, itĐ
seems clear that her spirit is in these bluffs very close to the spot where she had joined the Lewis and Clark expedition in 1804.Đ

After a light lunch in the small, but attractive town of Mobridge (which required a quick passage once more to the east side of theĐ
river), we continued on Route 1806 (west side) towards the North Dakota border. Since this was to be our 50ĐthĐ state visited sinceĐ
arriving in the US almost 40 years ago, we were excited and ready to record the event on film. I had mentally set up the cameraĐ
on a time delay so that we could both be in the frame standing proudly beneath the huge sign welcoming us to NORTHĐ
DAKOTA. Since our car GPS unit marks state boundaries we could follow our progress to the east-west line and knew exactlyĐ
when we crossed. Imagine our disappointment then, when there was absolutely nothing to indicate that we had crossed intoĐ
another state. No welcoming sign from the governor, nothing to indicate “North Dakota, Land of the………..), not even a signĐ
on the other side of the road to say that we were leaving SOUTH Dakota. Nothing. In fact, we were twenty miles inside the stateĐ
before we saw even aĐ  that indicated we were on a ND road. Whether this omission was because we were on an IndianĐ
reservation that spanned the border, or because it was indeed an Indian (not state) road, or because it was such a little-traveledĐ
byway, or simply that North Dakotans are not proud of their state or prefer to spend their hard-earned money on things otherĐ
than signs, we may never know. But, despite the inauspicious crossing, WE knew that we now have visited all fifty of the UnitedĐ

States.Đ

Once in North Dakota, we visited the reconstructedĐ  which had been established as aĐ
fur trading post by a Spaniard who became an American citizen and, as mentioned earlier, wasĐ
the presumed spot where Sacagawea died. The fort itself was closed but we were able to peerĐ
through the wooden stakes of the stockade and see the buildings enclosed and, once again, weĐ
got some superb views of the Missouri River. We concluded this very interesting drive as weĐ
entered Bismarck where we have planned another two night stay as we believe there are aĐ
number of sites pertaining to Lewis and Clark here since this was their winter home on theĐ
outward journey.Đ

Dinner tonight was at the Meriwether Landing, right on the riverfront in Bismarck. We both hadĐ
walleye, which seems to be a local favorite, and it was very good.Đ

It was another beautiful sunny morning as we left the hotel after breakfast to visit the LewisĐ
and Clark sites in and around Bismarck. As further south, there are two roads (Routes 1804Đ
and 1806) which track the east and west banks of the Missouri so we decided to travel northĐ
on the east side and return on the west.Đ

Our first stop was only a few miles out of town at a state historic site which is nothing moreĐ
than a short walking trail with several explanatory boards describing the “Double Ditch”Đ
Indian village. The village had already been abandoned when Lewis and Clark came hereĐ
but they did record that they saw the remnants. Now it is no more than a series ofĐ
undulations in a grassy field but the markers point out probable home sites and otherĐ
aspects of the one-time settlement. Certainly the two ditches used as lines of defense are stillĐ
clearly visible and the whole site has a commanding view of the river, which presumablyĐ
added to its security.Đ



About 30 miles further north we came to another Lewis and Clark Interpretive Center which was well done but by now almost redundant for us, but itĐ
was associated with a re-creation of Fort Mandan, which is where the Expedition wintered in 1804-05. The actual fort burned before the travelersĐ
stopped there on their return journey and within 30 years was lost to the changing course of the river and is now submerged.Đ

The re-creation, however, is an exact replica of the place that the 40-50 called home for six months over the first winter and each of the rooms is filledĐ
with authentic furnishings and clothing. An on-site guide adds color to the fort by describing the construction and the day-to-day activities that theĐ
expedition was involved in throughout the winter months.Đ

The original site had been picked because it was close to several Mandan Indian villages and Lewis and Clark knew that they would need to rely on theĐ
locals for food and hospitality during their stay. They also gained a lot of information from the natives about what to expect once they started west in theĐ
spring. It was here also that Sacagawea and her husband joined the party and their first son was born in the fort.Đ

Sacagawea had lived in one of the nearby villages and we visited one on the opposite side of the river following our visit to the fort. Although there is noĐ
claim that Sacagawea lived at this Knife River settlement, it is again representative of the villages in the area at that time. In this one, in addition to theĐ
undulations in the ground that need a vivid imagination to translate into homesteads, they have actually constructed anĐ  so we got aĐ
chance to see what the living quarters were like.Đ

The homes were single rooms butĐ
had space for extended familiesĐ
(perhaps up to 10 people)Đ
together with some animals and aĐ
central fireplace. We wereĐ
reminded of similar structures thatĐ
we saw in Scotland recently whichĐ
had been occupied over 2500Đ
years ago. I guess a good designĐ
can last a while! This particularĐ
village had been set up very closeĐ
to the river and there was a ¾Đ
mile trail to the edge of theĐ
Missouri which I followed.Đ

 (certainly as narrow asĐ
any part we have seen so far) andĐ
I suppose the effects of theĐ
downstream dams are minimal so far north. So, unless nature has changed the course and shape of the river at this point, we were looking at essentiallyĐ
the same view as Lewis and Clark.Đ

We then made our way back to Bismarck on the west side route (1806) which again was unpaved for about twenty miles and passed through someĐ
beautiful countryside; you could almost see the Indians on horseback standing on the ridges keeping an eye on the passing wagon trains.Đ



Back in town, we visited theĐ grounds and viewed the building from the outside. It is a 1933 ArtĐ
Deco skyscraper with absolutely nothing about it to admire, at least from the outside. It is set in someĐ
well-manicured lawns and gardens and there is a very nice walking trail through a grove of variousĐ
species of trees but I am afraid that the building itself is a big disappointment after some of the gloriousĐ
capitols that we have seen. There was, however, a very nice statue ofĐ  in theĐ
Capitol grounds.Đ

We were lucky once again with our choice of restaurant and had an excellent meal at Pirogue’s in theĐ
capitol area.Đ

Today we had planned to simply drive to Forsyth, Montana along the expressway, a distance of something under 300 miles. However, after an hour orĐ
so driving west we changed our plans and headed north towards Williston and the confluence of the Missouri and Yellowstone Rivers. We had includedĐ
this important spot in our original plans but distances and lack of motels along the route had caused us to re-think. However, with very fast roads (evenĐ
the two-lane are 70 mph) and an extra hour as we now were headed to Mountain Time, we put Williston back on our map.Đ

After perhaps thirty miles of prairie as we headed north, the landscape suddenly changed and we were in Badlands landscape. Yes, we know that theĐ
Badlands are in South Dakota but this terrain was exactly similar and, in fact, the North Dakota map referred to the area as the North Dakota NationalĐ
Grassland and Badlands. Soon after entering the area we saw a sign for the Theodore Roosevelt National Park (“North Unit”) which promised a short,Đ
scenic drive. As owners of the Golden Age pass, entry was free so in we went!Đ

It turned out to be a 14 mile (one way) drive through typical Badlands scenery; rounded hills and buttes of every color from pink to blue to white andĐ
black. It really is remarkable terrain and such a tremendous contrast to the wide open prairies that we had just left.Đ

Along the route there were turnoffs and explanatory boards which described the specific rock formations, colors or other facts, including one that statedĐ
that this point was the southern end of the last ice age and pointed out rocks that had been carried here from Canada by the glacier. We also saw aĐ
couple of herds of buffalo along the route. All in all it was a very pleasant and interesting 1 ½ hour detour on our already detoured route.Đ



From the National Park, we drove the remaining 50 miles to Williston, which was a typical prairie town where you could buy any form of farmĐ
machinery or pickup truck but not a decent cup of coffee. So, we drove on – now in a southwesterly direction to the sites of interest outside town.Đ

Twenty miles out of Williston, close to the Montana border, were two adjoining visitor centers for which one entry fee sufficed. First we visited the LewisĐ
and Clark Confluence Center which is directly opposite the point where the Yellowstone River now joins the Missouri. From there we could get aĐ
somewhat distant view of the confluence which is actually about a mile away from where the two rivers joined at the time of Lewis and Clark’s visit.Đ
Nature has taken its course again. Apparently the two explorers knew enough to decide which was the Yellowstone and which was the Missouri thatĐ
they wanted to follow. It looks quite obvious today but on a map showing the course of the two rivers two hundred years ago you can see howĐ
confusion might have arisen.Đ

Just ½ mile away (actually closer to theĐ
earlier confluence) is the partiallyĐ
reconstructed Fort Buford. This was theĐ
largest fort in the area in the late 1800’s andĐ
was the premier outpost along the MissouriĐ
in Indian Territory. Late in its existence, it wasĐ
visited by three riverboats a week that cameĐ
here from points east as far as St Louis. ItĐ
must have been a hub of activity before theĐ
railroads reduced its importance. The fort isĐ
also famous as the point where Sitting BullĐ
surrendered and ended the Sioux-AmericanĐ
War and we were able to visit the actualĐ
room in the Officer’s Quarters where theĐ
surrender was executed.Đ

By now it was getting on for 4pm and we still had about 200 miles to drive so we left the fort and followed the Yellowstone River to the Montana borderĐ
and then southwest to Forsyth. Although we had left the Missouri River we still followed the Lewis and Clark Trail since half of the party had used theĐ
Yellowstone River as their means of getting home through this stretch of country on the return from Oregon.Đ

We arrived in Forsyth about 6:30 (after covering 470 miles) and at 7:30 walked one block to the only restaurant in town, Fitzgerald’s. It turned out toĐ
be a quite reasonable meal (walleye once again) and much better than we had anticipated in this town of a few thousand in the middle of Montana.Đ

Thursday September 7, 2006Đ

We left Forsyth and the Yellowstone River and started out in a northwesterly direction towards Helena where we planned to spend two nights. There wasĐ
nothing of Lewis and Clark importance on our route today but the 300 mile route was marked as scenic the whole way. It was another nice morningĐ
(still a little cool at breakfast time but headed to the 80’s again) so we were looking forward to a leisurely drive on quiet roads.Đ

Indeed the road was very quiet as we passed through mostly farmland and grassland with occasional glimpses of bison and white-tailed deer – as wellĐ
as many, many cows. We were really in big cowboy country now and there was even a roadside marker which discussed the very large ranches thatĐ
have existed in this area for many years.Đ

In the tiny town of Roundup (yes, it’s where the cattle were gathered and branded) we came across an espresso shack which looked like a concreteĐ
igloo. We stopped in, got our coffee and talked to the owner who said that he had designed and built this café using rebar and concrete. He said heĐ
had also built his home which consisted of four of these igloos strung together!Đ

Only an hour further along the road we spotted another coffee house in the town (?) of Harlowton and couldn’t resist another stop. This was the dayĐ
that we had filled the thermos in preparation for a lack of facilities en route so we were very surprised to find two coffee houses before our halfwayĐ
point.Đ



As we had been driving along at 70mph we realized that Great Falls was probably in easy reach and, since we had planned to spend a day there as aĐ
trip out from Helena, we discussed another slight field change to spend the night in Great Falls. Imagine our surprise, then, when the coffee shop inĐ
Harlowton had an internet station just begging to be used. Within ten minutes we had found a place to stay in Great Falls, made a reservation andĐ
canceled one night in Helena. All from a crossroads stop in the middle of Montana!Đ

As we continued west from Harlowton we could now see theĐ
distant high peaks (up to 11,000 ft) of the first ranges of theĐ
Rockies, north of Yellowstone Park. We were still in prairieĐ
country ourselves and it wasn’t until we turned north on US RouteĐ
89 that we started to climb through heavily forested pines. EvenĐ
so, I was quite surprised when we got to the top of one pass thatĐ
was marked with an elevation of almost 8,000 ft, at King’s HillĐ
about 50 miles from Great Falls. We also passed through someĐ
spectacular scenery on the way down the western side of theĐ
range before once more hitting the wide open spaces of theĐ
prairie as we approached Great Falls.Đ

We checked into the hotel about 4:30pm, did our typical internetĐ
search for possible restaurants for tonight (successful) and thenĐ
relaxed until dinner time after a very pleasant drive throughĐ
many changes of scenery.Đ

Once again we were lucky to find a very nice restaurant (Jakers)Đ
only a few blocks from the hotel. My halibut was delicious. WeĐ
finished the evening with espresso sitting outside at a local Starbucks.Đ

Today we spent virtually the whole day in Great Falls before the 90 mile expressway drive to the state capital at Helena. Great Falls has about a dozenĐ
Lewis and Clark sites and we did almost all of them between 9am and 4pm.Đ

The Missouri River at this point flows in an approximate northeasterly direction through the city and, of course, includes the stretch of the Great Falls ofĐ
the Missouri. At the time of the Lewis and Clark visit there were five significant falls and the river level was raised by several hundred feet. The GreatĐ
Falls, which they approached first, convinced the leaders that an overland portage would be necessary and they planned an 18 ½ mile route (laterĐ
trimmed by 1 ½ miles) to get them around the series of falls and a significant bend in the river to the calmer waters to the south. Only three falls remainĐ
today (Great, Black Eagle and Rainbow), the others having been swallowed up by dams built to power the city and environs in the early 20ĐthĐ century.Đ
Even the three that are left are much altered by dams but it is still easy to see what a daunting – almost trip-ending – sight these dramatic falls must haveĐ
presented.Đ

By visiting sites on both sidesĐ
of the river which ranged fromĐ
simple board displays toĐ
probably the best interpretiveĐ
center we have visited on ourĐ
trip, we were able to see theĐ
stretch of river that they had toĐ
avoid as well as the portageĐ
route that they were forced toĐ
take. The portage route (onĐ
the south and east side of theĐ
river) consisted of two camps,Đ
the lower one being on a bluffĐ
above a creek that theyĐ
followed for a couple of milesĐ
from the Missouri. The upperĐ

camp (near their point of re-entry) was on flat land near a point used by buffalo to cross the river and hence frequented by native Indians on their hunts.Đ

We were able to visit almost the exact spot of the lower camp andĐ
a bluff about one mile above the upper camp, as well as travel aĐ
gravel road which approximated the portage itself. This gave us aĐ
good idea of the type of terrain and the difficulties that they mustĐ
have endured as they moved all their gear across the prairie; a tripĐ
they had to make four times, each one taking a full day. NoĐ
wonder they were in this area almost a month. Even so, theyĐ
discarded as much as they could before making the overland trekĐ
(including hiding one of their boats and many other possessions toĐ
be picked up on the return journey). They even used the mast ofĐ
one boat to make axles for the wheels (that they cut from a treeĐ
they found eight miles away) which facilitated the movement of theĐ
canoes and goods they did carry across the land.Đ



As far as the water course was concerned, we were able to get close to the river on both sides, either at water level or on bluffs with excellent overlooksĐ
and vantage points. As I have said, dams on this stretch have not only changed the impact of the falls but have also changed the course of the river toĐ
some extent, so Lewis and Clark would perhaps not recognize this most important section of their expedition. However, obvious impassability by waterĐ
and the similarly arduous trek by the portage route are still here for us to see and be amazed by their feat over two hundred years later.Đ

We also saw the source of a Clearwater spring which became a very short tributary (200ft) of the Missouri. Thus the Roe River is the shortest tributary toĐ
the longest river in the US and is set in a beautiful State Park. These State and Federal interpretative and recreation areas and the miles of walking trailsĐ
and bike paths that follow the river add to the enjoyment of this city that has such a rich Lewis and Clark history.Đ

From Great Falls we took theĐ
Interstate directly to Helena,Đ
with just a couple of roadsideĐ
stops. One was at an overlookĐ
in the canyon created by twoĐ
encroaching mountain rangesĐ
from which we were able to getĐ
a good view of the Missouri asĐ
it meandered at a very leisurelyĐ
pace northward to the Falls. AĐ
second stop was a couple ofĐ
miles off the expressway aboutĐ
15 miles north of Helena, toĐ
view the area christened byĐ
Lewis as the Gateway to theĐ
Mountains. Here a lake formedĐ

in the river is almost completely surrounded by high, round topped mountains and it is possible to take boat trips that explore the waterway and the highĐ
cliffs that surround it, and it is claimed to be as close as one can get to experiencing exactly what Lewis and Clark went through. Unfortunately we wereĐ
too late in the day to take a ride but we could see how the area had received its name.Đ

We reached our hotel in Helena about 6pm after a very full day. Tonight we took the advice of the desk clerk and went about five miles south to theĐ
Montana City Grill where we had another good meal. I had walleye once more and Molly had King Crab legs. Both were delicious.Đ



After checking out we drove the short distance to the Capitol. We went inside and soon joined a guided tour in progress. The building inside and out isĐ
very similar to the one we visited in Pierre, SD (It’s the latter that is the copy) and was completed in 1902, only three years after Montana became aĐ
state. The guide made a big deal on the recent seven-year restoration which not only fixed up all areas of the building but also “uncovered” areas thatĐ
had been hideously changed in the 1960’s in the name of progress and to satisfy a need for more room. Certainly the product today is a handsomeĐ
building.Đ

We then walked across the street and spent a few minutes in the museum gift shop before boarding the “Last Chance Gulch” tour train. This was a 75Đ
minute trip around the city with a continuous commentary about the sights and history of the city.Đ

Gold had been the reason for the city’s birth and part of the tour went along the gulch which had housed the prospectors and the stream in which theĐ
gold had been found. Apparently at one time Helena had the highest number of millionaires in the country, as a result of its gold and its position as aĐ
commercial center in the fur trade. There were many old and quite beautiful buildings, a church modeled on the one in Cologne, Germany and manyĐ
historic sites that made us think we should spend additional time here at some point in the future.Đ

However, after the tour and coffee, we had to move on and drove the 60 miles to the Missouri Headwaters State Park, our final Lewis and ClarkĐ
destination for this trip. The park has several marked points which contain boards explaining the visit of Lewis and Clark and the site of the expedition’sĐ
camp at this point which they deemed the “start” of the Missouri River. Virtually all the interpretive centers that we had visited along our route hadĐ
portrayed the headwaters as a point where jubilant expedition members stood astride the fledgling river, much as we might stand astride the GreenwichĐ
Meridian today. However, that point, if it exists at all, must have been along one of the three rivers that come together here to form the Missouri. InĐ
actual fact, what the Corps named the Jefferson, Madison and Gallatin Rivers (after the president and secretaries of state and treasury) – each quiteĐ
substantial rivers -come together to form the Missouri and it was only after a lot of surveying and deliberation by Lewis and Clark that this spot wasĐ
identified as the “headwaters”. Actually, the Gallatin joins the Jefferson-Madison combination (now the Missouri) at a point about ½ mile downstreamĐ
from the confluence.Đ

The explorers spent several weeks in this area and finally concluded that none of the other three rivers was sufficiently “grand” to deserve being calledĐ
the Missouri; hence this confluence point was the head of the Great River. I suppose that another set of explorers might have seen things a littleĐ
differently and the headwaters might have been in some other place, but Lewis and Clark must be given a great deal of credit for getting it right basedĐ
not only on the extensive surveying they did while camped here but also on the massive amount of research they had done before they arrived.Đ

Another reason for their extended stay here was that they now realized that they were at the Rocky Mountains and would need horses and probablyĐ
native guides to get to the source of the Columbia River “on the other side”. It was in this regard that Sacagawea was so helpful to the Corps in that thisĐ
was her native land and she could help find the friendly tribes with the horses and smooth the necessary negotiations. As it turned out, when they finallyĐ
met a tribe and started to deal, Sacagawea recognized her own brother as the chief; problem solved!Đ



For dinner we went into Billings to an 1880’s house (George Henry’s) that has been converted into a very nice restaurant. Once again, neither of usĐ
could resist the walleye which, together with a bottle of New Zealand wine, was excellent.Đ

Although we had left theĐ
outward bound trail yesterday,Đ
we weren’t quite finished withĐ
Lewis and Clark for this trip.Đ
Our first stop today was aboutĐ
25 miles east of Billings atĐ
Pompey’s Pillar. This is a 200 ftĐ
high butte that has been usedĐ
as a “signpost” for travelers forĐ
hundreds of years and ClarkĐ
came upon it on his returnĐ
journey down the Yellowstone.Đ
He named it Pompey’s PillarĐ
after Sacagawea’s 17-monthĐ
old son, although it alreadyĐ
had an Indian name.Đ

The rock had also been used as a place on which travelers had carved their names and Clark added his to the list. The signature, about half way up theĐ
butte is now accessible via a boardwalk and lots of steps and is clearly visible, with the date and year (1806 by this time). You can also climb on thisĐ
boardwalk to the flat top of the rock for some great views of the river and surrounding plains. Clark claims to have seen distant snow-covered peaks (inĐ
July) but I’m afraid the haze from the forest fires restricted visibility too much today.Đ

No-one is allowed to write on the rock face anymore and the Pillar is now a National Monument. As in so many national and state monuments andĐ
parks that we have visited, the area has been very nicely developed with landscaping, walks and a brand new visitor center.Đ

Leaving the Pillar, we drove south on a state road (about 10 miles of which was gravel) to join Interstate 90 just a few miles north of the Little BighornĐ
National Monument – site of Custer’s Last Stand. This was by far the busiest landmark that we have visited on our travels so far, so I guess that the warĐ
with the Native Americans draws more interest than Lewis and Clark; perhaps because it was such a devastating loss for the US Cavalry.Đ

The area is quite extensive (there are five miles of road across the battlefields) but the visitor center, monuments and cemeteries are all within a relativelyĐ
short walk. Park rangers also give frequent presentations on the battle and its significance.Đ

In addition to monuments commemorating the US Cavalry (and a large number of their Indian scouts) and the Sioux, Cheyenne and Lakota tribes whoĐ
also lost many lives in victory, there are “grave” markers indicating the spots at which each fell, including that of General Custer. However, the remainsĐ
are now in one mass grave under the monument, except for the remains of the officers, whose bodies were taken back east for burial. Custer is buried atĐ
West Point.Đ

The Indian Monument not only commemorates the fallen but also tries to make a statement about the peaceful relations with the US that soon ensuedĐ
after the battle and the hatchet burying ceremony held at the site only 50 years after the defeat. It’s a nice sentiment but it is difficult to feel that allĐ
wounds are healed and all is forgiven for the terrible suffering of the original occupants of this country as the White Man moved west after Lewis andĐ
Clark. I believe that I have seen some reference by Clark which observed the potential conflict and perhaps predicted the demise that was to befall theĐ
Indian.Đ



In addition to the Little Bighorn markers, an area in the Monument area has beenĐ
turned over to a military cemetery where members of the US military that fought inĐ
all wars are buried – in the straight lines of headstones typical of militaryĐ
cemeteries. We were reminded of those we saw in Normandy last year.Đ

From Little Bighorn we essentially drove non-stop to Casper, Wyoming. We did pickĐ
up a late lunch at an espresso shack in Sheridan and soon found a beautifulĐ
overlook area on the expressway where we were able to enjoy our snack withĐ
superb views to the west, looking at the mountain ridges on the eastern edge ofĐ
Yellowstone Park. Once again, we went through a great variety of terrain as weĐ
drove south, with the Rockies far to our right and the plains to our left, interruptedĐ
by strange buttes and eroded hills from time to time.Đ

We arrived in Casper about 5pm and had dinner tonight at just about the onlyĐ
place open on a Sunday evening here. It was called Poor Boy’s, which we thoughtĐ
perhaps said it all, but, in fact, we had another good meal – a great filet mignon.Đ

We went to a bakery in town that served breakfast before visiting the local chamber of commerce office and checking out. We went about a mile up theĐ
hill from our hotel to the National Trails Historic Site, which is another great federal building (this time run by the Department of the Interior, butĐ
accepting the Golden Age pass) devoted to the western trails to Oregon, California, Salt Lake and the Pony Express.Đ

Included was an excellent multimedia presentation as well as a realistic simulation of a river crossing in a covered wagon as well as a similar “ride” on aĐ
stage coach. The exhibits depict life on the trails that all came through Casper as here was not only a relatively easy crossing of the Platte River but it wasĐ
also on the least steep trail through the Rockies. The exhibits included data on how many people passed through as well as the direction they wereĐ
headed and the duration that each set of trails was employed. Many hundreds of thousands came by here in a period of about 40-50 years, beginningĐ
in the 1830’s.Đ

Once again, the center was very well done and staffed and was another example of the excellent Federal and State monuments, parks and museumsĐ
that exist across the country.Đ

From Casper, we headed in a southeasterly direction and eventually crossed into Nebraska and then came to Scotts Bluff and the National MonumentĐ
there. Scotts Bluff is a series of buttes left standing after eons of erosion of the plains which have reduced most of the area to a level 200 feet lower,Đ
except where the tougher sandstones have not yet been eroded down. This makes for some wonderful shapes and some quite steep and even verticalĐ
cliff sides to the flat topped buttes. Scotts Bluff is one that stands out for many miles across the plain and was a landmark to the emigrants that they wereĐ
leaving the plains and entering the mountainous regions of the west.Đ

The National Parks Service has built a road to the top of Scotts Bluff which hugs the vertical side andĐ
goes through several tunnels on its way to a superb overlook right on top of the bluff. UnfortunatelyĐ
we arrived there just as a thunderstorm was approaching so we didn’t hang around too long on theĐ
highest spot around! It was a beautiful view from the top, nevertheless.Đ

Finally today we drove another 20 miles east to Chimney Rock, which is a 325 ft high finger-likeĐ
butte which also served as a beacon for the Oregon, California and Mormon Trails. There were alsoĐ
many historic markers defining points of interest for each of these trails that we have decided willĐ
require another trip (or more) to cover adequately.Đ

We stayed tonight in Alliance, Nebraska which is a typical farming community as well as a majorĐ
railroad hub and we anticipated the worst as far as dining was concerned but once again we wereĐ
pleasantly surprised with the choice recommended by the hotel and we both enjoyed great seafoodĐ
dishes.Đ



After our McDonald’s breakfast we drove just a few miles outside Alliance to “Carhenge”. This is a “sculpture” in the form of Stonehenge but is made upĐ
entirely of cars; all painted a dull primer gray. They have not only formed the circular shape of Stonehenge, complete with cross pieces, but have alsoĐ
half-buried a few cars to make them look like fallen pieces of stone. In addition, there are several other car sculptures in the same field. Interesting –Đ
and one feels that it could only be found in America!Đ

After that it was a more or less continuous drive in a southeasterly direction across northern Nebraska to our destination for today in Kearney. The roadĐ
was marked as scenic the whole way and indeed it was a very pleasant drive. Much of it was farmland, of course, but it was relatively hilly in places andĐ
not just simply field after field as one sees further south in Kansas.Đ

Part of the route was labeled the “Sandhill Byway” and it was like a series of thinly covered dunes. AnotherĐ
area was part of the Nebraska National Forest and was quite heavily covered with trees; it was here that weĐ
stopped at a very nice picnic area to enjoy our lunch.Đ

Further along the route we stopped in the biggest town of the day – Broken Bow, population almost 5000 –Đ
and walked around the town square (or green, actually) and gazed at the superb turn-of-the-centuryĐ
buildings. One of these housed a coffee shop, so it was even more interesting than the rest!Đ

We arrived in Kearney after a 250+ mile drive which was a pleasure to travel. The road – two lane most ofĐ
the way – was very quiet and fast and an extra added attraction was that it ran alongside a very busyĐ
railroad. We saw literally dozens of mile long (and more) coal trains either headed east filled with cargo orĐ
going back to the minefields of Wyoming and Montana empty. The line is mostly single track with periodic stretches of double track and we couldĐ
witness the logistics of staging these huge trains to pass one another in (hopefully) the most efficient way.Đ

Once in Kearney, we made contact with Jennifer Moon in Davenport and arranged to visit their home and have an evening meal with her and WhitneyĐ
on Thursday. We also went to dinner at Grandpa’s Steakhouse, just a few blocks from the hotel. We had about a 25 minute wait before being seatedĐ
but once seated, the service and food were very good; once again, we both had fish right in the middle of beef country! We also found out why all theĐ
Grand Island hotels were full and even here in Kearney, there are few rooms available. Apparently there is a huge agricultural show going on this weekĐ
about 10 miles west of Grand Island which attracts farmers and machine vendors from hundreds of miles around.Đ

After a very pleasant breakfast sitting outside at a local coffee shop, we visited the only site in Kearney that sounded like it might be interesting, calledĐ
the Platte River Road Archway Monument. We had tried unsuccessfully to find it the previous evening on our way into town but when we checked in at theĐ
hotel we saw that it was just a couple of miles away on a street directly opposite.Đ

When we arrived, we saw a huge covered bridge over Interstate 80 which reminded us a lot of the old style motorway rest stops in England where theĐ
facilities were built over the road and approachable from either direction of the motorway. This structure however was decorated with Indian sculpturesĐ
and the parking lot had sculptures of buffalo as well as several examples of covered wagons and other pioneer memorabilia.Đ

The “monument” was a commercial venture which covered the history of the trails (Mormon, Oregon, California, etc) through displays, models and anĐ
audio presentation that gave you the sounds of the events as you walked through the exhibits. So, as you walked by a covered wagon on the OregonĐ
Trail, for example, you would see the pioneers pushing their wagon through a muddy stretch and hear a “family member” recall this and other aspectsĐ
of the journey. So in many respects it was like the National Sites we had visited but it provided a slightly different method of presentation.Đ

It differed from previous trail centers also in that it also covered the westward expansion following the time of the traditional trails; from the introductionĐ
of the telegraph (which caused the demise of the Pony Express), to the completion of the railroad (which essentially put an end to the wagon trains andĐ
stagecoaches), to the automobile – which, it could be argued, spelled the end of cross-country passenger rail service. It was very well done and, as a firstĐ
stop on a westward journey following the trails it would have been an excellent primer. For us, however, after almost three weeks of immersion, it wasĐ
somewhat redundant although, as always, you come away with something new.Đ

Following our visit to the Monument, we set off on our 300 mile journey to Des Moines. Rather than follow Interstate 80 we decided to take the USĐ
Routes 30 and 44. US 30 runs with the Platte river through the balance of Nebraska, primarily through crop farmland and is generally quite fast. It does,Đ
however, pass through many small towns (generally a few hundred population) and each of these contained a number of late 1800, early 1900Đ
buildings with their typical ornate architecture. We have always found that there’s a lot of interesting buildings to see in all these small towns and itĐ
makes the drive so much more pleasant than driving at 70mph on the expressway.Đ



This part of US 30 is part of the old Lincoln Highway (and is so marked in places) which we had learned in the Archway Monument was the originalĐ
cross-country road. Apparently it was “devised” by an entrepreneurial spirit early in the 20ĐthĐ century as a means to travel coast to coast by car. However,Đ
only parts of it actually existed as a road (not necessarily paved) and the rest was merely a line drawn on the map, often approximating the old wagonĐ
train routes. However, it eventually became a well-traveled road and US 30 in this part of the country is its path. It would appear that we have anotherĐ
“Explorer Route” to follow sometime!Đ

Once across the border into Iowa, we turned off US 30 and then followed US 44 due east to Des Moines. This was a very attractive two lane roadĐ
through some of the most picturesque farmland and rolling hills and again it was dotted with small towns which had a number of beautiful buildings onĐ
the short but bustling main streets. It was a really nice ride all the way to Des Moines where we arrived about 6:30pm.Đ

Tonight we made a reservation at a restaurant that looked nice in the hotel brochure but had some difficulty finding it – because it had changed itsĐ
name! It was, however, a very nice Italian restaurant with a super ambiance and we both enjoyed a good meal and a bottle of Australian wine. ForĐ
reasons that we couldn’t understand, the restaurant chose to have live (loud) music starting at 9pm; fortunately we were just about finished with our mealĐ
by that time. We chose to have coffee (espresso) at a coffee house right near the hotel that was still a hive of activity at 9:30; filled with students withĐ
laptops trying to complete homework assignments!Đ

After breakfast at our “local” coffee shop, we drove the 10 miles to downtown Des Moines and parked near the Capitol. It is an absolutely stunningĐ
building with a very tall gold covered rotunda and four smaller domes, each of these topped with a gold peak. From what I can remember of the capitolsĐ
we have visited, this is by far the most impressive and in many respects is even more striking than the US Capitol in Washington DC.Đ

We spent about ½ hour walking around the outside of the building where there are several large green areas and a number of statue, memorials andĐ
sculptures. Interestingly, while there are Revolutionary, Civil, Korean and Vietnam War memorials, we didn’t see one for either World War I or II. ThereĐ
was a memorial to the fallen from all foreign wars but as far as we could see, none that commemorated either of the world wars.Đ

The inside of the building is equally impressive, although quite a lot of renovation is in progress, concealing some of the artwork. The House and SenateĐ
Chambers are not as striking as some we have seen (although containing quite grand chandeliers and decorated ceilings, nevertheless), but the rotundaĐ
and its artwork and sculptures are very impressive. We spent about an hour taking the self-guided tour and thoroughly enjoyed the whole visit.Đ

Following the visit to the Capitol we went just a block away to the Iowa Historical Museum,Đ
which is a modern three floor building with lots of exhibits (which we didn’t have time toĐ
visit) and a huge, well-stocked gift shop (that we did!). We also visited the museum café forĐ
a snack before leaving Des Moines and driving non-stop on I-80 to Davenport. AfterĐ
checking in, we contacted Jennifer Moon and confirmed that we were all set for our dinnerĐ
with them this evening.Đ

About 6:15 we left the hotel for the short drive to the Moons. They live in a very attractiveĐ
area and have a beautiful 1924 home. Two of their three little girls were in the front yard toĐ
greet us and we had a very pleasant cocktail hour withĐ

Then we went to downtown Davenport to a very good Italian restaurant and had aĐ
wonderful evening catching up on each other’s lives. We returned to the hotel just afterĐ
10:30 after a great evening.Đ

After breakfast at the hotel we left Davenport and continued south along the western side of the Mississippi River in Iowa. Although we weren’t able toĐ
see the river for the whole journey, it was very scenic and a pleasant drive for about 100 miles to Fort Madison, where we crossed into Illinois.Đ

We had come this way to visit the small town of Nauvoo, which was the second “stop” for the Mormons as they kept being persecuted and pushedĐ
westward. They had spent about 6 years here and built a fairly large community and had just completed their temple when they once again were forcedĐ



to leave – this time for Salt Lake. This was also where their founder, Joseph Smith, was killed by an angry mob and it was left to Brigham Young to leadĐ
them across the country.Đ

The Church re-built the temple here in 2002 and it now stands on the banks of the Mississippi as it had in the mid 1800’s. It is a huge, square building,Đ
not as decorative as the one in Salt Lake but nevertheless a grand white dressed stone structure, which must have been a remarkable sight when it wasĐ
originally constructed. It reminded us of the Temple in Kirkland, Ohio which we had visited almost a year ago. So, now we have seen all four majorĐ
Mormon sites; Palmyra, NY (where it all began), Kirkland, Nauvoo and Salt Lake City. Conversion can’t be far away! Actually, we have alwaysĐ
commented how “Un-evangelical” the Mormons have been at the previous sites we have visited, but the young lady at the Visitor Center here reallyĐ
seemed to be pushing quite hard; maybe she needed to talk on a quiet day.Đ

We left Nauvoo and drove essentially due east to Peoria where we checked in the hotel about 4:30pm, after just one coffee break along the rather flat,Đ
farmland route we followed. We followed the desk clerk’s recommendation and had another good Italian dinner at Johnny’s, about three miles away.Đ

After breakfast at a local Bob Evans, we drove via expressway (I-74) all the way home, with just a couple of pit stops in the rest areas. We arrived homeĐ
a little before 5pm after a most interesting and educational trip. We are already excited about completing the Trail in the near future.Đ




